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ABSTRACT

An algorithm was developed for further decomposition of Boyce-Codd Normal Form

(BCNF) / Third Normal Form (3NF) relations based on the frequency of use of attributes

or groups of attributes identified by the purpose of their use. The properties of the

BCNF/3NF relations were kept intact in the decomposed relations. The trade-off

between the excess space requirement due to replication of the primary key and query

cost reduction was considered while developing the algorithm.

It was observed that for more than one frequency occurrences or groups identified by the

purpose of use of the attributes in a relation, the algorithm could reduce the query cost

significantly. When applied on a branch banking database, it was found that the algorithm

was able to reduce the query cost by 55.20% as against an increase of 4.21% of the

storage requirement.
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Query cost IS measured In terms of dIsk accesses, CPU tIme to e~Utll~,;;.9.J!~~a

cost of communication. If query is executed in a single computer, the cost of

communication remains absent. Since the disk access is an order slower than memory and

CPU operations, the disk access time plays dominant role in query cost.

The disk access is the measure of the number of transfers of blocks from disk, which can

be expressed using the following formula [Silberschatz et aI., 1999]:

where, br = number of blocks containing tuples of relation, r

Dr = number of tuples in the relation r, which are stored together physically in a

file.

Sr = size of the tuple of relation r in bytes

b = block size.

The number of blocks br to be accessed for retrieving / updating a relation in a disk file

determines the query cost. The more the number of blocks in the relation, the more disk

access (thus more time) is required for executing a query on the relation.

For a given block size (b) and the number of tuples (Dr) in a relation, the number of

blocks (br) (and therefore, the query cost) is directly proportional to the size of the tuple

(Sr). That means that meaningful decomposition of a relation can reduce the query /

update cost.



Scientists had conducted studies for query optimization based on search method for

selection, join operation, project operation, set operation, heuristic optimization of query

tree and query graphs, and user-defined predicates. However, no such algorithm appears
\

to have been devised for reducing query cost based on decomposition of a relation.

Decomposition of relations had been widely used for reducing redundancy, which

ultimately reduced the update anomalies such as insertion anomalies, deletion anomalies

and modification anomalies. Scientists suggested decomposition of a relation into First

Normal Form [Codd, 1972], Second Normal Form [Codd, 1972], Third Normal Form

[Codd, 1972], Boyce-Codd Normal Form [Codd, 1974, Nambiar et aI, 1997], Forth

Normal Form [Zaniolo, 1976, Fagin, 1977, Nicolas, 1978], Fifth Normal Form / Project-

Join Normal Form [Fagin, 1979] and Domain-Key Normal Form (Fagin, 1981] for

reducing different levels of redundancy. In practical design of relational database, BCNF

serves the most of the requirements. If it is not possible to attain the BCNF, 3NF is

acceptable [Elmasri and Navathe, 2000].

In this study an algorithm was developed for reduction of query cost by further

decomposition of a BCNF/3NF relation, based on frequency of use of the attributes or

groups of attributes identified by the purpose of their use. The properties of the

BCNF/3NF relations were kept intact into the decomposed relations. The trade-off

between the excess space requirement due to replication of the primary key and query

cost reduction was considered while developing the algorithm. The algorithm was applied

on the relations of a banking database and reduction in query cost was investigated.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2. 1 Decomposition

Decomposition is the segregation of a relation having many attributes into several

relations with fewer attributes. Let R be a relation schema. A set of relation schemas {Rj,,
R2, R3, ... , Rn} is a decomposition ofR ifR = R1 U R2 U R3 U ... uRn [Elmasri and

Navathe, 2000].

Decomposition has two desirable properties - lossless-join and dependency preservation

[Ullman, 1988,Elmasri and Navathe, 2000, Silberschatz et ai, 1999].

2.1.1 Lossless-join property

."T:helossless-join property ensures that no spurious tuples-are generated when a.natural

join operation is applied to the relations in the decomposition. That means that

decomposing a relation into two or more relations should be in such a way that applying

natural join operation on the decomposed relations will join them back to the correct

original form. If the attribute that relates the relations, is neither a primary key nor a

foreign key in either of the relations, spurious tuples may be resulted from the join

operation. The spurious tuples are the additional tuples that represent spurious or wrong

information that is not valid.

Let us consider an original relation shown in Table-2.1. Based on customer name we

decompose the relation into two as shown in Table-2.2. Then, we apply natural join

operation on the two resultant relations and we obtain relation with tuples shown in Table

2.3. We do not get the correct information, the original relation has been lost. In Table

2.3, two additional tuples as indicated by (*) marks are obtained which are called

spurious tuples. This indicates that the decomposition does not possess the lossless-join

property.

3



The design of the relation schemas should be such that they can be joined with equality

conditions on attributes in a way that guarantees that no spurious tuples are generated.

Table 2.1 : Customer relation in its original form

Customer_Name Account_Type _Code' Account_Type~Description

A 1 Savings

B I Savings

A 2 Current

Table 2.2: Decomposition of customer relation into two relations

. Relation-l

Customer Name Account_Type _

Code

A I

B I

A 2

Relation-2
"

,

Customer Name Account_Type_

Description

A Saving~'

B Savings

A Current

Table 2.3: After natural join operation on the two decomposed relations

, Customer:...Name . Account_Type_Code , Account_Type_Description

A I Savings

A I Current *
B I Savings

A 2 Savings *
A 2 Current

C*) mark indicates additional tuple

4
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2.1.2 Dependency preservation property

Let Fbe a set of functional dependencies on a relational schema R, and let RI, R2, ... , Rn

be a decomposition of R. The dependency preservation property states that if the relations

RI, R2, ... , Rn are joined together, the resultant set should not lead to the loss of any

functional dependency F. Let us consider the relation of Table 2.1. It is decomposed into

two relations as shown in Table 2.2. The functional dependency is lost. This can be seen

from the join operation on the two relations, which will reproduce the tuples shown in

Table 2.3. Here functional dependency between Account_Type_Code and

Account_Type_Description is lost as the dependency become meaningless as shown

below:

I ~ Savings

I ~ Current

2 ~ Savings

2 ~ Current

2.2. Normalization

Normalization is a process during which unsatisfactory relation schemas are decomposed

by breaking up their attributes into smaller relation schemas that possess desirable

properties. The objective of the normalization is to ensure that relation schemas have a

"good" design by reducing the redundant values in tuples and disallowing the update

anomalies. Redundant values in tuples unnecessarily increase the storage space, which

can be seen from Table 2.4. For each of the customers in branch no. I and 2, the branch

names and addresses are repeating which unnecessarily increase the storage space.

Normalization process is used to avoid such redundancy and thereby to minimize storage

space. Another problem called "update anomalies" may also be resulted from such bad

design of the relation as shown in Table 2.4. Update anomalies refers to insertion,

deletion and modification anomalies In the relation schema at Table 2.4, each time a new

5



account is added, we must also add branch number, branch name and branch address.

This is called insertion anomalies. The insertion anomalies make the insertion of tuples

expensive. Deletion anomaly occurs when we want to delete the last account for a

particular branch. Such deletion will also remove the branch information from the

database. Modification anomalies arise when we want to modify a repeating attribute of a

relation such as branch name or branch address. Modification must be made for all the

attributes that satisfied the branch name or branch address under modification.

Table 2.4: Account-Branch relation having redundant values in tuples

ACcount Account Balance Branch Branch Name Branch _Add~ess ..., . - .... -. . , •
No Name .' No' .
I A 100 I Principal Branch 73, Motijeel CIA, Dhaka:

2 B 200 I Principal Branch 73, Motijeel CIA, Dhaka

3 C 150 I Principal Branch 73, Motijeel CIA, Dhaka

1 D 120 2 Corporate Branch 13 Dilkusha CIA, Dhaka

2 E 230 2 Corporate Branch 13 Dilkusha CIA, Dhaka

3 F 170 2 Corporate Branch 13 Dilkusha CIA, Dhaka

The various forms of normalization are described in the following sections.

2.2.1 First Normal Forms (INF)

First normal form disallows multivalued attributes, composite attributes, and their

combinations. It states that the domains of attributes must include only atomic values and

that the value of any attribute in a tuple must be a single value from the domain of that

attribute [Elmasri and Navathe, 2000).

For example, the relation shown in Table 2.5 contains composite attribute

"Branch Code name Location" and multivalued attributes "Account number" and
- - - -

"Balance". Therefore the relation is not atomic and thus not in INF.

6
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To normalize the relation into 1NF, we split the "Branch_Code_Name_Location"

attribute into three attributes namely "Branch_Code", "Branch Name" and

"Branch_Location" and add one row for each of the multiple values of the attributes
,

"Account_Number" and "Balance". This is shown in Table 2.6. The domains of all the

attributes of the relation in Table 2.6 now hold only atomic values.

Table 2.5: Customer-Branch-Account relation not in INF

Cust Cust

No Name

Branch Code Name Location. _. - - ~ Account

Number

Balance

I

2

3

4

5

A

B

C

D

E

{IOI, Principal Branch, Motijheel}

{I02, Corporate Branch, Dilkusha}

{IOI, Principal Branch, Motijheel}

{IOI, Principal Branch, Motijheel}

(102, Corporate Branch, Dilkusha}

I

{I,2}

{I, 2, 3}

{1,2}

{I,2}

100

{50,70}
pO, 40,60}
(110,ISO}
(90,20}

Table 2.6: Customer-Branch-Account relation normalized into INF

Cust Cust Branch Branch Name Branch Location Account Balance..
No Name Code No

1 A 101 Principal Branch Motijheel 1 100
2 B 102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha I 50
2 B 102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha 2 70
3 C 101 Principal Branch Motijheel 1 30
3 C 101 Principal Branch Motijheel 2 40
3 C 101 Principal Branch Motijheel 3 60
4 D 101 Principal Branch Motijheel I 110
4 D 101 Principal Branch Motijheel. 2 ISO
5 E 102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha I 90
5 E 102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha 2 20

7



However, this arrangement leads to the redundant values in tuples, such as

Customer_Name, Branch_Name lmd Branch-,-Locationare repeated several times. They

are redundant and occupy unnecessary space. This problem has been considered in the

subsequent normal forms.

2.2.2. Second Normal Forms (2NF)

The 2NF is based on the concept of a full functional dependency. A functional

dependency is a constraint between two sets of attributes from the database. Let a

relational database schema has n attributes Aj, Az, , An and let all the attributes are

defined in a single relation schema R = {AI, Az, , An}. A functional dependency,

denoted by X ~ Y between two sets of attributes X and Y that are subsets of R specifies

a constraint on the possible tuples that can form.a relation instance rof R. The constant

states that for any two tuples tl and t2 in r such that tj(X) = tz(X), we must also have

tj(Y) and tz(Y). This means that the values of the Y component of a tuple in r depend on,

or are determined by, the values of the X component, or alternatively, tbe values of X

component of a tuple uniquely (or functionally) determine the value of the Y component.

We also say that there is a functional dependency from X to Y or that Y is functionally

dependent on X [Elmasri and Navathe, 2000].

A functional dependency X ~ Y is fully functional dependent, if removal of any

attribute A from X means that the dependency does not hold any more; that is, for any

attribute A E X, (X - {A}) x~ Y [Elmasri and Navathe, 2000]. For example, in Table

2.6, {Cust_No, Account_No} ~ Balance is a fully functionally dependency; neither

Cust_No ~ Balance, nor Account_No ~ Balance holds. In this relation, {Cust_No,

Account_No} is primary key and balance, Cust_Name, Branch_No, Branch_Name,

Branch_Location are non-prime (not primary key) attributes. In the relation, only Balance

has fully functional dependency with the primary key, other non-prime attributes are not

8



fully functionally dependent as their functional dependency is only with Cust_No. Partial

dependency in a relation cause the anomaly and redundancy problems.

A relational schema R is in 2NF, if every non-prime attribute A in R is fully functionally

dependent on the primary key of R (Elmasri and Navathe, 2000]. The relation in Table

2.6 is in INF, but not in 2NF. The non-prime attributes Cust_Name, Branch_No,

Branch Name and Branch Location violate the 2NF condition. The relation in Table 2.6- -
has been normalized illto 2NF by decomposing the relation into two relations as shown in

Tables 2.7 and 2.8, each of which now satisfies the 2NF constraint. In the relation of

Table 2.7, the non-prime attribute "Balance" is fully functionally dependent on primary

key {Cust_No, Account_No} and in the relation of Table 2.8, the non-prime attributes

are fully functionally dependent (either directly or transitively) on primary key

{Cust_No}.

Table 2.7: Customer-Account-Balance relation normalized into 2NF

. .Cust_No Ac<;ount-,-N.o'. Balan~

I I 100

2 I 50

2 2 70

3 1 30

3 2 40

3 3 60

4 I 110

4 2 150

5 1 90

5 2 20

9



Table 2.8: Customer-Branch relation normalized into 2NF

I ~ ~I ~ ~
<;u.st_No. CusU:~ame Branch Code ..Branch Name ..' . Bran.ch. Location

-c- ,'_; / ,,'.' . ',';, '-': """,'",'",
1 A 101 Principal Branch Motijheel

2 B 102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha

3 C 101 Principal Branch Motijheel

4 D 101 Principal Branch Motijheel

5 E 102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha

The algorithm for decomposition of a relation into 2NF is given below:

Algorithm-2.t: Decomposition of a relation into 2NF

For the relation which contains non-prime attributes not fUlly fUnctionally dependent on the

primary key. obtain two relations as follows:

Let the first contain the set of primary attributes and the fUlly fUnctionally dependent non-prime

attributes and let the other contain parts of primary attributes and their dssociated (dependant)

non-prime attributes respectively.

2.2.3. Third Normal Forms (3NF)

The 3NF is based on the concept of a transitive dependency. A functional dependency X

~ Y in a relation schema R is a transitive dependency if there is a set of attributes Z that

is not a sub-set of any key of R, and both X ~ Z and Z ~ Y hold. According to Codd's

original definition [Codd, 1972],.a relation schema R is in 3NF ifit is in 2NF and no non- 0
prime attribute ofR is transitively dependent on the primary key.

,

•
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The relation shown in Table 2.8 is in 2NF since no partial dependency. on the key

(Cust_No) exists. However, it is not in 3NF, because of the transitive dependency of

Branch_Name and Branch_Location on Custyo via Branch_Code. We can normalize

the relation of Table 2.8 by decomposing it into 3NF relation schemas as shown in Tables

2.9 and 2.10.

A general definition of3NF is given below [Grant, 1987]:,

A relation schema R is in 3NF if for every functional dependency X ~ Y, either (a) X is

a super key ofR or (b) every attribute in Y is an attribute of some key.

Table 2.9: Customer relation normalized into 3NF

Cust_No .Cust_Name Branch_Code

I A 101

2 B 102

3 C 101

4 . D 101

5 E 102

Table 2.10: Branch relation normalized into 3NF

l
Branch Code Branch Name Branch_Location

101 Principal Branch Motijheel

102 Corporate Branch Dilkusha

II

•
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In the relation shown in Table 2.11 two functional dependencies exists:

{Loan_Type, Loan]eriod} -4 Interest_Rate

{Company-Type} -4 Loan,-Type

As {Loan_Type, Loan]eriod} is a super key, the first dependency confirms condition

(a) of definition of 3NF. As Loan_Type is an attribute of super key, the second

dependency confirms condition (b). Therefore, the relation is in 3NF.

The algorithm for obtaining lossless-join, dependency-preserving decomposition into

3NF relation is given below [Silberschatz, 1999]:

Algorithm-2.2: Lossless-join, dependency-preserving decomposition of relation into

3NF

Let Fe be a canonical cover for F (F is the set of functional dependency):

i:= 0;

for each functional dependency a -4 13 in Fe do

if none of the schemas Rj,j = 1,2, .... , i contains a 13

then begin

i := i+ 1

Rj :=a 13;

end

if none of the schemas Rj, i = 1, 2, .... i contains a candidate key for R

then begin

i := i+ 1

Ri := any candidate key for R;

end

return (R1, Rz, ..... , Ri)

12



A canonical cover Fe for F is a set of dependencies such that F logically implies all

dependencies in Fe and Fe logically implies all dependencies in F. Furthermore, Fe must

have the following properties: [Silberschatz, 1999].

- No functional dependencies in Fe contain extraneous attributes

- Each left side of a functional dependency in Fe is unique. That is, there are no

two dependencies a1 ~ 131and a2 ~ 132in Fe such that a1 ~ til.

Extraneous attributes are defined as follows:

Let F be a set of functional dependencies and the functional dependency a ~ 13in F

- Attribute A is extraneous in a if A E a, and F logically implies (F - {a ~ J3})v

{(a - A}~ 13).

- Attribute A is extraneous' in 13if AE 13,and the set of functional dependencies

(F - {a ~ 13})v {(a ~ (13- A)} logically implies F.

Canonical cover for a set of functional dependencies F can be computed as follows:

repeat

use the union rule to replace any dependencies in F of the form

al ~ 131and al ~ 132with a1 ~ 131132

Find a functional dependency a ~ 13with an extraneous attribute either

in a or 13.
If an extraneous attribute is found, delete it from a ~ 13.

until F does not change.

An example showing application of the algorithm 3.2 is given in Figure 2.1. The original

relation is shown in (a). The canonical cover of the functional dependencies F is shown in

(b). Based on these two functional dependencies the algorithm provides us with the two

relations as shown in (c).

13
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(a) T (A, B, C)

F: T:A~BC

T:B~C

T:A~B

T:AB~C

(b) T (A, B, C, D, E)

Fe: T:A~B

T:B~C

(c) Tl: (A, B)

Tl:A~B

T2 (B, C)

T2:B~C

_'"'_ , Figur.e".2.1: Example showing .dependency preserving,.lossless-join decomposition

into 3NF

2.2.4. Boyce-Codd Normal Forms (BCNF)

BCNF is a stricter fonn of 3NF, meaning that every relation in BCNF is also in 3NF;

however, a relation in 3NF is not necessarily in BCNF [Elmasri and Navathe, 2000],

Let us examine the relation of Table 2,11, The sanction of loan type (Small Scale

Industry-SSI, Medium Scale Industry-MSI or Large Scale Industry-LSI) depends on

company type (Private, Public or Government), If the bank only provides three type of

loans viz" SSI, MSI and LSI to three type of companies viz" Private, Public and

Government respectively, the Company_Type versus Loan_Type relationship can be

represented by 3 tuples only, This representation reduces the redundancy of repeating the

14



information. Hence, it becomes a need for a stronger normal form that would disallow

such repetition and suggest the need for decomposing it. BCNFserves this need.

Table 2.11: Loan relation in 3NF

1
. ~-k<>~lq~,..: Loan]e~°tl . '. Interest Rate ICornpanYc:.Type ...... .m. ......-.. .-.- .. -, ... ..; . ..".' c .' '.

SSI 3 11 Private

SSI 5 13 Private

MSI 5 14 Public

MSI 7 15 Public

MSI 10 16 Public

LSI 10 17 Govt.

LSI 12 18 Govt.

LSI 15 20 Govt.

A relational schema R is in BCNF if whenever a functional dependency X -+ Y holds in

R, then X is a super key of R. The only difference between BCNF and 3NF is that

condition (b) of general definition of 3NF which allow Y to be non-prime if X is not a

super key, is absent from BCNF. Hence BCNF is stronger (more restrictive) than 3NF,

meaning that any relation schema in BCNF is automatically in 3NF, 2NF and INF.

In the relation at Table 2.11 the functional dependency: Company-Type -+ Loan_Type,

violates BCNF because Company-Type is not the super key of the relation. We,

therefore, decompose the relation into two BCNF relations as shown in Table 2.12 and

2.13.

15



Table 2.12: Loan relation in BCNF

~

:Loilp Penpd":,., ;';;:".,1tt~re.~t~~e;;~.

3 11

5 13

:," ":, Loan Type .. :
. :,' .it L,'" ,.. ,," , ,

SSI

SSI

MSI

MSI

MSI

LSI

LSI

LSI

5

7

10

10

12

15

14

15

16

17

18

20

Table 2.13: Company-Loan-Type relation in BCNF

. . Company_Type "
, ,

Loan~Type . '. ,,'

Private SSI

Public MSI

Govt. LSI

During decomposition of a relation into BCNF, we must desire for lossless-join

decomposition. A set of relation is called a lossless decomposition of a given relfltion if

the join of the relations give back the original relation. The algorithm for obtaining

lossless join decomposition to BCNF is shown in next page [Grant, 1987]:

16
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Algorithm-2.3: Algorithm for obtaining lossless-join decomposition to BCNF

For afunctional dependency on a relation whose left-hand side is not a key, obtain two

tables as follows: Let the ftrst contain the set of all attributes of the relation except for the

ones on the right-hand side of the functional dependency and let the second contain the

set of attributes in the functional dependency ..Continue in this manner until all functional

dependency represent key constraints for all the relations.

Let T (A, B, C, D, E) is a relation with constraints shown below:

T (A, B, C, D, E)

T:AC~DE

T:A~B

T:D~E

Let AC be the key for the relation. Because T : AC ~ DE has a key on the right-hand

side, we ignore it. For T : A ~ B, we obtain relation Tl (A, C, D, E) and T2 (A, B) with

the functional dependencies as under:

TI (A, C, D, E)

TI :AC~DE

TI:D~E

T2(A,B)

T2:A~B

Now applying same process to TI with TI : D ~ E, we obtain:

TI (A, C, D)

TI :AC~D

TI' (D, E)

TI':D~E

17
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This algorithm always yields lossless join decomposition into BCNF, but it does not.

always preserve dependencies. It is not always possible to obtain a lossless-join,

dependency preserving decomposition into BCNF [Grant, 1987].

After decomposing a relation into lossless-join BCNF, we can check whether the

resultant decomposition D has the lossless-join property with respect to a set of

functional dependencies F. The following algorithm can be used for this checking:

Algorithm 2.4: Algorithm for checking lossless-join property ofBCNF

1. Create a matrix Swith one row ifor each relation R; in the decomposition D, and one

column} for each of attribute Ai in R;

2. set Sri,}) ~ bijfor all matrix entries;

3. for each row i representing relation schema Ai

for each column} representing attribute Ai

for Ri includes attributes Ai

then set S(i,}) ~ ai;

4. repeat the following until a loop execution results in no changes to S

for each functional dependency X ~ Yin F

for all rows in S which have the same symbols in the columns

corresponding to attributes in X

18
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make the symbols in each column that corresponds to an attribute

in Y be the same in all these rows asfollows: ifany of the rows.has

an "a" symbol for the column, set the other rows to that same "a"

symbol in the column - if no "a" symbol existsfor the attribute in

any of the rows choose one of the "b" symbols that appears in one

of the rows for the attribute and set the other rows to that "b"

symbol in,the column;

5. if a row is made up entirely of "a" symbols, then the decomposition has the lossless-

join property - otherwise, it does not.

The application of the algorithm is shown in figure-2.2 and 2.3.

2.2.5. Forth Normal Form (4NF)

Multi-valued dependency lead to the redundancy and anomalies problems as does the

functional dependency. A multi-valued dependency specifies that, given a particular

value of X, the set of values ofY determined by this value of X is completely determined

by this value of X alone and does not depend on the values of remaining attributes Z of

the relation schema R

Let us consider the relation shown in Table 2.14. This relation represents information

about a customer: Cust_Name, Account_Type and Telephone_No. A customer has one or

more type of accounts. Hence there exists multi-valued dependency: Cust_ Name -+--J.

Account_Type. We say that the Cust_Name multi-determines Account_Type, I.e., a

Cust_Name value determines a set of account of different types.

19
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(a) R = {A, B, C, D, E, F}

F= {A~B;

C~ {D,E};

{A, C} ~ F}

(b)

R1 = {B,E}

R2 = {A, C, F, D, E} .

I J

A B C D E F

RI
.

bsa2

bll 9H b13 bl4 9# bl6

1 E2 al a3 ~ as ~

~ b22 lrn ~ ~ bu;

(c)

J
A B C D E F

I RI bll a2 b13 bl4 bs bl6

R2 al b22 a3 ~ as ~

Figure 2.2: Testing lossless-join property of BCNF: (a) The original relation R has

been decomposed into two relations R1 & R2 with respect to a set of functional

dependency F. (b) Applying steps 1-3 of the algorithm 2.5. (c) Step-4 is not able to

change any "b" symbols to "a" symbols; hence the resulting matrix S does not have a row

with all "a" symbols, so the decomposition does not have lossless-join property.
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(a) R= {A,B,C,D,E,F}

F= {A.-+B;

C.-+ {D,E}

(A, C} .-+ F}

(b)

RI = {A, B}

R2=(C,D,E}

R3 = (A, C, F}

J .

A B C D E F

RI aj a2

b++ b~ blJ bl4 bls bl6

1 R2 a3 14 as

b21 b22 1m ~ ~ b26

. R3 al a) -~

1m b32 1m b34 b3s ~

(c)

J

A B C D E F

RI aj a2 bl3 bl4 bls bl6

1 R2 b21 b22 a3 14 as b26

R3 al a2 a3 14 as ~

1m ~ e..
Figure 2.3: Testing the lossless-join property of BCNF: (a) The original relation R has

been decomposed into three relations R I, R2 and R3 with respect to a set of functional

dependencies F. (b) Applying steps I, 2 & 3 of the algorithm-2.5. (c) Applying step-4.

After applying first two functional dependencies, the last row is all "a" symbols, so we

stop. All "a" symbols in a row indicates that the decomposition has the lossless-join

property.
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In this situation, we get redundancy because for each Telephone_No, the Account_Type

is repeated. If we want to include another telephone number, say 9113002 for the

customer A, we have to insert two records - one for each Account_Types as shown

below:

A

A

Savings

Savings

9113002

9113002

We have deletion anomalies, because if we want to delete one telephone number, we

have to delete it separately for each Account_Types. If we wish to change the telephone

number for customer, again we have to do it once for each of his accounts. This results in

the update anomalies.

Multi-valued dependencies are symmetric in the following way: if T(A, B, C, D, E) is a

relation and T:AB ~~ C holds, then T: AB ~ DE must also hold; we call the later the

complementary multivalued dependency to the former (and vice versa).

Table 2.14: Customer-Account-Type relation, not in 4NF
...•..Cui; N ACCOurltType' ~ Telephone.No ,.. L arne.:.

. -.' "
.,--,., "'.-- ~-,- ..-'- ,.'--

. ..... ".' ...--:. "..
A Savings 9113001

A Current 9113001

X Savings 9567812

X Current 9567812

X FDR 9567812

If there exists one set of multi-valued dependency in a relation, we decompose it by

placing the attributes of the multi-valued dependency in one relation and the attributes of

the complementary multi-valued dependency in another relation. As such for the relation

T(A, B, C) with multi-valued dependency T : A ~~ B, we obtain two relations Tl(A,

B) and T2(A, C). The decomposition of relation T(A, B, C) having dependency T: A

~~ B into Tl(A, B) and T2(A, C) is always lossless-join [Grant, 1987].
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IfD be the decomposition ofa relation R (i.e., D = Rl, R2, ... ,Rn), then the algorithm

for lossless-join decomposition into 4NF fIlaybe stated as under [Elmasri and Navathe,

2000]:

Algorithm-2.6: Algorithm for lossless-join decomposition into 4NF.

Set D +--- {R};

while there is a relation schema Q in D that is not in 4NF do

begin

Choose a relation schema Q that is not in 4NF;

find a nontrival MVD X -+-+ Yin Q that violates 4NF;

replace Q in D by two schemas (Q - }j and (X v }j

end;

2.2.6. Fifth Normal Form (5NF) or Project-Join Normal Form (pJNF)

There may be some case where there is no lossless join decomposition into two relation

schemas but there is lossless-join decomposition into more than two relation schemas.

Join dependency and 5NF/PJNF handled these cases.

Let T be a table whose set of attributes is U, and let XI, X2, ... , Xnbe subsets ofU. We

say that for the table T(U), the join dependency T: *[XI, X2, ... , Xn] holds if the

decomposition of T to Tl(XI), T2(X2), ... , Tn(Xn) is lossless join. For example, for a

relation T(A, B, C, D), the join dependency T : *[AB, BC, CD] holds, if the

decomposition ofT to Tl(A, B), T2(B, C), and T3(C, D) is lossless join. (Note: * denotes

natural join).
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A relation schema R is in 5NF or pJNF with respect to a set of F of functional, multi-

valued and join dependency JD(Rl,Rz, ... , Rn) in F+ (that implied by F) every Ri is a

super key ofR [Elmasri and Navathe, 2000].

2.2.7. Domain-Key Normal Form (DKNF)

In the normal forms presented above, functional, multi-valued, or join dependency (i.e.,

a form of constraint) was used to define a particular normal form. Domain-key normal

form (DKNF) is based on three notions [Silberschatz, 1999]:

i) Domain declaration - which is a range of value for a particular attribute.

ii) Key declaration - Let R be a relation schema with K c R. The key declaration "Key

(K)" requires that K be a super key for the schema, i.e., K ~ R.

iii) General constraints - A general constraint is a predicate on the set of all relations on a

given schema. For example, in an account relation, the following may be a general

constraint:

"If the first 2 digits of an account number is 01, its balance can not be less than zero."

As shown in the previous sections, all the normal forms (lNF to 5NF) are tested based on

dependency constraints. The DKNF is a test of a general constraint. Test of general

constraints is extremely costly. However domain declaration and key declaration are easy

to test in a practical database system. Therefore, in the DKNF, the general constraints are

tested, using only domain and key constraints.

Let D be a set of domain constraints and let K be a set of key constraints for a relation

schema R. Let G denote the general constraints for R. Schema R is in DKNF if D uK

logically imply G.
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In Figure 2.4, the relation "Account" is not in DKNF, as there is no general constraints.

To create a DKNF design, we added general constraints and defined respective schemas

as shown in (b) and (c).

(a) Account (Account_No, Balance)

Account: Account No ~ Balance

(b) Account_General (Account_No, Balance)

Account General: Account No ~ Balance
- -

First two digit of Account_No <> "01"

(c) Account_General (Account_No, Balance)

Account General: Account No ~ Balance

First 2 digits of Account_No = "01"

Balance;:: 0

Figure 2.4: DKNF relations: Relation at (a) is not in DKNF. To create a DKNF, two

similar relations have been created as shown at (b) ,and (c) with general constraints.

2.2.8. Application of Normal Forms in practice

4NF has little use in practice. As discovering Join Dependencies in practical database

with hundreds of attributes is difficult, designer pays scant attention to the 5NF/PJNF.

For a relation in DKNF, it is very straightforward to enforce the constraints by simply

checking that each attribute-value in a tuple is of appropriate domain, and that every key

constraint on the relation is enforced. However, it seems quite unlikely that many

relatively complex constraints can be included in the DKNF relation, hence, its practical

utility is quite limited [Elmasri, 2000].
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However, in practical design of relational database, BCNF serves most of the

requirements. If it is not possible to obtain BCNF, 3NF is-acceptable [Elmasri, 2000]. If a'

relational database is in BCNF, it is also in 3NF, 2NF and INF, and if it is in 3NF, it is

also in 2NF and INF.
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3. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The problem was to reduce the query cost by decomposition of a BCNF/3NF relation.

Two types of dependencies were identified based on which the BCNF/3NF relation could

be decomposed. They are:

(a) Frequency dependecy, and

(b) group dependency

The frequency dependencies of a relation were identified based on frequency of use of

attributes. The group dependencies were identified based on purpose of their use.

3.1 Frequency of use of the attributes

In practice, there may exist hundreds of attributes in a BCNF/3NF relation, but frequency

of use of individual attributes may vary substantially. Some attribute may be used and

updated very frequently and some are very rarely. Every time an attribute is updated, all

the attributes in the relation are handled. Thus, the update cost becomes unnecessarily

high. The scientists paid due attention on reducing redundancy, thereby eliminating

update anomalies. They have used decomposition of relations for reducing redundancy.

The technique of decomposition of relations may also be used for obtaining smaller

relations based on dependency of attributes on their use-frequency. This may reduce the

query cost without loss of any of the property ofnonnalization.

Let us consider the Bank-Account relation shown in Table 3.1, in which Account_No is

the primary key. The relation is in BCNF and therefore in 3NF, 2NF and INF also.

Let there be 1000 number of customers having 1000 accounts in the bank. Considering a

block size of512 bytes, the total number of blocks (br) comes to 4672. Let us consider a

case of linear search. In a linear search, each block is scanned, and all records are tested
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to see whether they satisfy the selection condition. Since all blocks have to be read, the

estimated cost E = br. For a selection on a key attribute, we assume that one-half of the

blocks will be searched before the record is found at which point the search can

terminate. The estimate in this case is E = b,/2 = 2336 blocks per update.

Table 3.1 : Bank-Account relation

Attribute Name, '" ':'" Size (Byte) ,Attribute Name "
,,' ,

Size (Byte ) .'" :;",',""",', ~,,:- .• ' ,:.,
, ",,,'-' , ,,'

Account No 8 Status 5

Name 30 Balance 16

F H Name 30 Interest Rate 8

Address I 30 Interest Accrued 16

Address2 30 Interest Paid 16

Address3 30 Intt_Cal_ Upto_Date 10

Telephone_No 30 Nominee 30

Account_Type 10 Introducer 30

Currency 5 Signature 1024

Opening_Date 10 Photograph 1024

Total (Bytes) 2392

From the experience, a bank Database Administrator (DBA) knows that each time a

customer makes a transaction, his balance is updated and Account_No, Currency, Status

are used for qualifying the transaction. If it is a cash withdrawal, Account_Type and

Signature are also verified. Let on an average, one such transaction per account per day is

made. Interest is calculated on monthly basis, thus Interest_Rate, Interest_Accrued,

Interest_Paid and Intt_Cal_ Upto _Date are used once in a month. Other information are

used, rarely, say quarterly on an average. Thus there are three distinct frequency

dependencies in the Bank_Account relation. These are:

(i) {Account_No, Account_Type, Currency, Status, Balance, Signature} ~ f1
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(ii) {Account_No, Interest_Rate, Interest_Accrued,

Interest]aid, Intt_Cal_Upto_Date} ~ f2

(iii) {Account_No, Name, F_H_Narne, Addressl,

Address2, Address3, Telephone_No, Opening_Date,

Nominee, Introducer, Photograph} ~ f3

where fl = daily, f2 = monthly, and f3 = quarterly or in other words, fl = 300 times in a

year, f2 = 12 times in a year and f3 = 4 times in a year, if year is taken as the base unit for

the frequency.

Based on the frequency dependencies, the relation may be decomposed into three

relations as shown in Figure 3.2. The size of tuple of each of the three decomposed

.relations are 1068, 58 and 1282 .bytes respectively. For the linear search and 1000 tuples

in each of the relation, the estimated costs are 1043, 56 and 1252 blocks per update

. respectively (this is the number of times the disk needs to access the database for each

update). Therefore, the total cost per year before and after decomposition comes to:

(i) Before decomposition:

(ii) After decomposition:

2336 blocks per update * (300 + 12 + 4) updates per year

= 7,38,176 blocks per year

(1043 * 300) + (56 * 12) + (1252 * 4)

= 3,18,580 blocks per year

Saving in access time is 56.84%.

3.2 Classification of attributes into groups based on purpose of use

Some relation in BCNF/3NF may contain attributes, which are used for different

purposes at different time units. However the frequency of use of these attributes is
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almost same for a particular time period. For example, let us consider the Cheque-Leaf

relation shown in Table 3.3. The primary key of the relation is Cheque_LeaCNo. The

relation is in BCNF. The size of the relation is 75 bytes. Considering 1000 tuples and a

block size of512 bytes, the update cost of the relation becomes 73 blocks.

Table 3.2: Bank-Account relation decomposed into three relations

AccounCTransaction Account_Interest Relation AccounC Other
Relation Relation
Attribute Name Size Attribute Name, ,

Size "', Attribute Size "
, , '", i(Byte) ... , ,

. ' (Byte) , Name", " " (Byte)
Account_No 8 Account No 8 Account No 8

Account_Type 10 Interest Rate 8 Name 30

Currency 5 Interest Accrued 16 F H Name 30

Status 5 Interest Paid 16 AddressI 30-

Balance 16 Intt_Cal_Upto_Date 10 Address2 30

Signature 1024 Address3 30
, . Telephone_No 30

Opening Date 10

Nominee 30

Introducer 30

Photograph 1024
Total Size 1068 Total Size 58 Total Size 1282

There are four groups of attributes in the relation used at different times for different

purposes. When a branch receives cheque leaves from the Head Office, they make entry

of the same into the relation in which case the Cheque_LeaCNo and the Receiving_Date

update. When few of the cheque_leaves inserted earlier into the database are issued to a

particular customer, Account_No and Issue_Date attributes are updated against the

cheque_LeaCNo issued at this time to the customer. When the customer presents the

cheque leaf to the bank counter for withdrawal of money, the cashier makes entry of the

cheque leaf particulars into the computer, and Payment_Amt and Payment_Date

attributes are updated. If a customer loses a cheque leaf, he informs it to the bank
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authority and the bank makes it stop payment. In this process, the Stop]ayment and

Stop_PaL Date attributes are updated. Thus we observed that the relation has four

distinct groups of attribute which are used for four different purposes and updated

separately. Decomposition of this relation into four relations based on the purposes or in

other words, based on their use at different time units, may reduce the query cost.

Table 3.3: Cheque-leaf relation

i\ttribute:Name"." Size (Byte) Attribute :N3.IIle,
. . .. ' ,',

~K'i",,''''.'''- ~,""- ':'. ;~J Size (Byte) ,','
,.,---.,-- - ., .~- ,,,,-,.-

Cheque_LeaCNo 10 Payment_Amt 16

Receiving_Date 10 Payment_Date 10

Account No 8 Stop]ayment 1

Issue Date 10 Stop]ay_Date 10

Total (Bytes) 75

The four dependency functions of the relation of Table 3.3 are as under:

(i) {Cheque_LeaCNo, Receiving_Date} ~ gl

(ii) {Cheque_LeaCNo, Account_No, Issue_Date}~ g2

(iii) {Cheque_LeaCNo, Payment_Amt, Payment_Date}~ g3

(iv) {Cheque_LeaCNo, Stop]ayment, Stop]aLDate}~ g4

where g1, g2, g3 and g4 are four groups of attributes representing different purposes or

time units in which they are used together.

Based on the group dependencies, the relation may be decomposed into four relations

such as Rl(Cheque_LeaCNo, Receiving_Date), R2(Cheque_LeaCNo, Account_No,

Issue_Date), R3(Cheque_LeaCNo, Payment_Amt, Payment_Date) and

R4(Cheque_LeaCNo, Stop]ayment, Stop]aLDate). The size of tuple of each of the

four decomposed relations are 20, 28, 36 and 21 bytes respectively. For the linear search

and 1000 tuples in each of the relation, the estimated costs are 39, 54, 70 and 41 blocks

per update respectively. Considering that 1000 number of cheque leaves are received
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from Head Office of the bank in a month, these cheque leaves are issued to 100

.customers, these customers use 950 leaves for cash withdrawal and rest 50 cheque leaves

are made stop payment due to losses or damages, the total cost per month before and after

decomposition comes to:

(i) Before decomposition:

(ii) After decomposition:

73 blocks per update * (1000 + 1000+ 950 + 50)

updates 'permonth

= 2,19,000 blocks per month

(39 * 1000)+ (54 * 1000)+ (70 * 950) + (41 * 50)

= 1,61,550 blocks per month

Saving in access time is 26.23%.

Therefore, it may be resolved that the BCNF/3NF relations having more than one

dependency functions determined either by "use of frequency" or "group on different

purposes", can further be decomposed to obtain smaller BCNF/3NF relations which will

reduce the query cost over a given period of time. Keeping this in view, a formal

algorithm has to be developed to decompose the original relation into smaller ones.
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4. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this study was to devise an algorithm for further decomposition of

a BCNF/3NF relation having more than one dependency functions determined either by

"use of frequency" or "group identified based onpurpose of use of attributes".

The specific objectives were:

I) To develop an algorithm for further decomposition of a BCNF/3NF relation.

2) To reduce the total query cost / update cost of a BCNF/3NF relation having more

than one dependency functions determined either by "use of frequency" or "group

identified based on purpose of use of attributes", over a given period oftime.

3) To retain the properties ofBCNF/3NF into the resultant relations.

4) To maintain a trade-off between the excess space needed for replication of

primary key and the savings in query cost.

5) To apply the algorithm on a branch banking database and calculate savings of

query cost and increase of storage requirement.
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5. THE ALGORITHM

5.1 The Basic algorithm

In developing the basic algorithm, the relation in BCNF/3NF:-vas first examined for

presence of (i) more than one distinct frequency of use of attributes or (ii) more than one

distinct groups classified by purpose of use of the attributes. Based on the distinct

frequencies or groups, dependency functions were created. For each of the dependency

functions, one relation consisting of the primary key and the dependent attributes, was

created. Keeping primary key along with all the new relations ensure the properties of the

original relation into the decomposed relations. The algorithm thus created, called basic

algorithm, does not consider (i) the attribute common in more then one dependency

functions and (ii) trade-off between the excess space needed for replication of primary

_ key and the savings in query cost. The basic algorithm is presented below:

Algorithm-S.l: The basic algorithm for further decomposition ofthe BCNF/3NF

relation

1. IdentifY the distinctfrequencies or groups. ii. 1SiS n in the relation R based on

eitherfrequency of use or group onpurpose of use of the attributes. where n is the

total number of occurrence of use-frequencies or groups. If n~ 1 terminate the

a?gorithm.

2. Except theprimary key Ak. create dependencyfunctions Ai --?ii where Ai is a sub-
set of attributes that occurs duringii.

3. For every dependencyfunctions. create a relation consisting of theprimary key Ak

and the attributes A; of the dependencyfunctions.
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Let us consider a relation R = (A, B, C, D, E, F, G), where {A, B} is the primary key. Let

there are two dependency functions f1 and f2, and their dependency with the attributes

other than primary key are as under:

{C, D, E} -? f1

{E, F, G} -? f2

Therefore, according to step-3 of the algorithm, we decompose R into two relations as

under:

R1 = (A, B, C, D, E)

R2 = (A, B, E, F, G)

Considering that every attribute has a size of 10 bytes, block size of 512 bytes, number of

tuples of 1000 in the relation, f1 represents "daily' in a year domain, and f2 represents

"monthly", the query cost per year was found as under:

(a) For the original relation R :

Query Cost = «70 * 1000/512)/2) * (365 + 12)

= 25,771 blocks

(b) For the decomposed relations R1 & R2:

Query Cost = «50 * 1000/512)/2) * 365 + «50 * 1000/512)/2) * 12
= 18,408 blocks

The saving in query cost is 28.57%.
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5.2. Dealing with common attributes

As we have seen in the example presented in section-5.1, the attribute E is common to

both the dependency functions and thus available in both the decomposed relations R1

and RZ. We have three alternatives to deal with this common attribute:

(a) Keep the common attributes with the respective relations where they naturally

appear as per dependency functions.

(b) Create a new relation consisting of the common attributes and the primary key,

and delete these common attributes from the relations where they were placed.

(c) Keep the common attributes with the lowest order relation and delete them from

the rest.

Algorithm 5.1 presented in the previous section already taken care of the proposal (a).

Considering the proposals (b) and (c), the basic algorithm was revised and presented

below as algorithm - 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

Algorithm-S.2: Algorithm considering a new relation for common attributes.

1. IdentifY the distinct frequencies or groups, ji, 1 ::;i ::;n in the relation R based on

either frequency of use or group on purpose of use of the attributes, where n is the

total number of occurrence of use-frequencies or groups. If n~ 1 terminate the

algorithm.

2. Except theprimary key Ak, create dependency functions Ai --+ ji whereAi is a sub-set

of attributes that occurs duringji.
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" 3. For every dependency functions, create a relation consisting of the primary key Ak "."

and the attributes Ai of the dependency functions.

4. Create a relation for all the attributes common to more than one dependency

functions taking Ak as primary key and delete these attributes from the relations

created at setp-3.

5. After deletion operation at step-4, if one or more relation contain only the primary

key Ak, drop that relation.

Algorithmc5.3: Algorithm keeping common attributes with lowest order relation.

]. IdentifY the distinct frequencies or groups, /;' ] SiS n in the relation R based on

either frequency of use or group on purpose of use of the attributes, where n is the

total number of occurrence of use-frequencies or groups. If n=] terminate the

algorithm.

2. Except the primary key Ak, create dependency functions Ai -+/; where Ai is a sub-set

of attributes that occurs during/;o"

3. For every dependency functions, create a relation consisting of the primary key Ak

and the attributes Ai of the dependencyfunctions.

4. Keep the common attributes with the lowest order relation and delete them from the

rest.

5. After deletion operation at step-4, if one or more relation contain only the primary

key Ak, drop that relation.
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If we apply algorithm-5.2 to the relation R = (A, B, C, D, E, F) of section 5.1, we obtain

the following three relations:

R1 = (A, B, C, D)

R2 = (A, B, F, G)

R3 = (A, B, E)

As we know from section 5.1, the total query cost of the original relation was 25,771

blocks and that of relations obtained from algorithm-5.1 was 18,408 blocks.

For the decomposed relations RI, R2 and R3 obtained from algorithm-5.2, the query cost

was «40 * 1000/512)/2) * 365 + «40 * 1000/512)/2) * 12 + «30 * 1000/512)12) *
(365 + 12) = 25,771 blocks. This showed that algorithm-5.2 did not reduce the query cost

over algorit)un-5.1. ..

If we apply algorithm-5.3 to the relation of section 5.1, we obtain the following two

relations:

R1 = (A, B, C, D, E)

R2 = (A, B, F, G)

For the decomposed relations &1 and R2 obtained from algorithm-5.3, the query cost was

«50 * 1000/512)/2) * (365+12) + «40 * 1000/512)/2) * 12 = 18,877 blocks. This

showed that algorithm-5.3 also did not improve the query cost over algorithm-5.1.

Step-4 of algorithm-5.3 suggested to keep the common attributes with the lowest order

relation. We can examine the consequence of keeping the common attributes (i) with the

highest order relation and (ii) with the relation having fewer attributes. Changing step-4

ofthe algorithm-5.3 accordingly, does not reduce the query cost over algorithm-5.1.

Therefore, it may be resolved that common attributes to be kept with the respective

relations where they naturally appears as per dependency functions.
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5.3 Considering trade-off between excess space needed for replication

of primary key

One of the objectives of this study was to retain the properties of BCNF/3NF into the

resultant relations. To follow this objective, we must replicate the primary key of the

original relation into the new relations. This, on the other hand, increases the storage

requirement of the database system.

Let us consider a relation R = (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) having primary key {A, B} with the

dependency functions as under:

{C}~ fl (daily, i.e., 300 times in a year)

{D}~ f2 (weekly, i.e., 52 times in a year)

{E}~ t3 (monthly, i.e., 12 times in a year)

{F}~ f4 (quarterly, i.e., 4 times in a year)

{G}~ f5 (yearly, i.e., once in a year)

According to the algorithm-5.1 (which is optimum so far), we obtain following five

relations:

Rl = (A, B, C)

R2 = (A, B, D)

R3 = (A, B, E)

R4 = (A, B, F)

R5 =(A, B, G)

Let the size of each of the attribute is 10 bytes, the block size is 512 bytes and there are

1000 tuples in the relation. Therefore, the query cost of the original relation R is «70 *
1000)/512)/2) * (300 + 52 + 12 + 4 + 1) = 24,541 blocks. The query cost of the
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decomposed relations is ((30 * 1000)/512)/2) * 300 + ((30 * 1000)/512)/2) * 52 + ((30 *

1000)/512)/2) ~ 12 + ((30" 1000)/512)/2) * 4 + ((30 * 1000)/512)/2)* 1= 10,810 blocks

which is 55.95% less than that of original relation.

The size of the original relation was 70 bytes whereas the, total size of the decomposed

relations is 150 bytes, which is an increase of 114% over the size of the original relation.

Algorithm-5.1 awarded us with the reduction in query cost but it also increases the total

space requirement. Therefore a trade-off is required between the reduction in query cost

and increases in total storage requirement. This is implemented by adding steps 4 and 5 in

the alogorithm-5.1, which is shown below:

Algorithm-5.4: Algorithm for decomposition of the BCNF/3NF relation considering
trade-off

1. identifY the distinct dependency functions/;, 1;";i;";n in the relation R based on either

"frequency of use" or "group of purpose of use" of the attributes, where n is the total

number of occurrence of use-frequencies or groups ..If n=1 terminate the algorithm.

2. Except the primary key Ak, create dependency functions Ai --+ /; where Ai is a sub-set

of attributes that occurs during/;.

3. For every dependency functions, create a relation consisting of the primary key Ak

and the attributes Ai of the dependency functions.

4. Let So and Sa be the storage requirement for the original relation and the decomposed

relations.

5. While Sal So:? k, where k is a constant to be determined by the DBA

(a) Merge the two relations having nearest dependency functions.

(b) Compute Safor the new relations.
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. .After application of steps I to 3 of algorithm-5.4 on the relation R of the above example

we obtained following five relations:

RI = (A, B, C) with dependency constraint fl (daily, i.e., 300 times in a year)

R2 = (A, B, D) with dependency constraint f2 (weekly, i.e., 52 times in a year)

R3 = (A, B, E) with dependency constraint f3 (monthly, i.e., 12 times in a year)
'"R4 = (A, B, F) with dependency constraint f4 (quarterly, i.e., 4 times in a year)

R5 = (A, B, G) with dependency constraint f5 (yearly, i.e., once in a year)

Let k = 2. We have Sd I So = 150170 = 2.14 which is greater than k. Thus, according to

steps-4 & 5 of the algorithm, we have to merge R4 and R5 resulting following relations:

RI = (A, B, C) with dependency constraint fl (daily, i.e., 300 times in a year)

R2 = (A, B, D) with dependency constraint f2 (weekly, i.e., 52 times in a year)

R3 = (A, B, E) with dependency constraint f3 (monthly, i.e., 12 times in a year)

R45 = (A, B, F, G) with dependency constraint f4 & f5 (4 & 1 times in a year)

Now we have Sd I So = 130170 = 1.86 which is less than k. Here we exit the loop and stop

the algorithm. In the resultant relations, we obtained a reduction of 55.75% in query cost

against an increase of 85.71 % in space requirement. Ifwe need further reduction in space

requirement, we have to take the value of k less than 1.86 and allow increase in

percentage of reduction in query cost.
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6. APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM

Before application of the algorithm, statistics about the frequency of use of the attributes

and association of the attributes with a particular group have to be collected from the

database system. The modem RDBMS can maintain such statistics and thus are easily

available to the DBA. Using the statistics the DBA will create dependency functions.

Now the algorithm 5.4 may be used for decomposition of the relations based on the

dependency functions. The relations will be decomposed physically but will remain same

logically. Different query will now use the separate relations for different purposes at

different frequencies. The names of the decomposed relations will be stored as meta data

in the RDBMS.

If attributes obtained from the frequency functions have association with different groups,

same algorithm may be applied to the new relation for further decomposition. For

examplel~et us consider a relation R = (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) with the dependency

functions (based on frequency of use) as under:

{B, C} ~ fl

{D,E,F,G}~f2

Let A be the primary key. Therefore the algorithm 5.4 will create the following two

relations: RI(A, B, C} and R2(A, D, E, F, G). Let the attributes of the relation R2 are

associated with two groups and used at frequency f2 but for different purposes. Let the

two dependency functions based on group are as under:

{D,E}~f2l

{F, G} ~ f22

Applying algorithm 5.4, we obtain following two decomposed relation for R2: R21(A, D,

E) and R22(A, F, G).
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_ The algorithm developed for further decomposition of the BCNF/3NF relations was

applied on the existing BCNF relations of a branch banking database (core module) of the

BASIC Bank. The branch banking database consisted of the following relations:

i) General Ledger relation

ii) Interest relation

iii) Charge relation

iv) Product relation

v) Customer relation

vi) Account relation

vii) Cheque relation, and

viii) Transaction Log relation.

The relationship between the relations is shown graphically in Figure-6.1.

General
Ledger

Transactions

Transaction
Log

Figure 6.1 : The relationship between the relations of the branch banking database (core
module).

The General Ledger relation contains the list of main head of accounts under which

transactional accounts are opened. The interest relation contains various interest
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calculation rules. The charge relation contains charge calculation rules. The product

relation maintains definition of all the available preducts of the bank, such as Savings

Account, Current Account, Fixed Deposit Account, Term Loan, Cash Credit, Deposit

Pension Scheme and Hire Purchase. While defining a product, its general ledger head,

interest scheme, and applicable charges are to be mentioned. Customer relation contains

general information about the customers. The cheque relation contains information about

the cheque leaves issued against an account. Account relation contains accounting

information of the account holder. When an account is opened, its product code and

customer code are mentioned. Thus from an account detail, bank employees can easily

find out information about its product, interest scheme, applicable charges (on account

may have more than one charge) and General Ledger Code where it would be

consolidated at the day end. During transaction (debit or credit) on a particular account,

the cheque relation is examined and the account relation is updated and at the same time,

the transaction relation is also updated.

The contents of each of the relation are shown at tables given at Annexure-A. All the

relations are in BCNF. The primary keys are shown in italic font. The functional

dependencies taken either from the use-frequency or groups based on purpose of use,

were identified and presented at Annexure-B. The primary keys were omitted from the

dependency functions. The number of dependency functions for each of the relations is

given below:

i) General Ledger relation

ii) Interest relation

iii) Charge relation-I

iv) Charge relation-2

v) Product relation-I

vi) Product relation-2

vii) Customer relation

viii) Account relation

ix) Cheque relation

x) Transaction Log relation.

1

I

I

I

3

2

4

4

2
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According to the algorithm. 5.4, the following relations can further be decomposed as

they contains more than one dependency functions:

a) Product relation-l

b) Customer relation

c) Account relation

d) Cheque relation, and

e) Log relation

The resultant decomposed relations are given at Annexure-C.

The query costs were calculated for all the original and decomposed relations. While

calculating the query cost, the block size was taken as 512 byte and the value of constant

k as 1.5. Other relevant information based on which the calculations were made, were

taken from the BASIC bank and presented at Annexure-D.

The effect of decomposition of the relations on query cost and storage requirement is

shown at Table 6.1. It was found that the decomposition of the relation according to the

developed algorithm was able to reduce the query cost by 55.20% as against an increase

of storage requirement by 4.21%.
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..Table 6.1-:.Effect of decomposition of relations-of a branch banking database on

query cost and storage requirement.

Name of Query Cost (Blocks nero ear) Size in bvte
"

relation Before
I

After % Before After %
Decomp. Decomp. reduction Decomp Decomp. increase

,

General 1552 1552 - 53 53 -
Ledger

Interest 19 19 - 81 81 -

Charge-I 6 6 - 52 52 -
Charge-2 30 30 - 52 52 -
Product-I 56,80,784 35,16,559 38.1% 210 269 28.09%

Product-2 21 21 - 6 6 -
Customer 50,26,34,647 22,96,40,948 54.31% 2,324 2,329 0.21%

Account 9,33,53,052 3,63,14,345 61.10% 201 234 16.42%

Cheque 4,05,54,605 1,82,26,157 55.06% 78 108 38.46%

Log 50,472 48,492 3.92% 153 161 5.23%

TOTAL 64,22,75,188 28,77,48,129 55.20% 3,210 3,345 4.21%
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results obtained in this study, following conclusions were drawn:

a) In practice the databases are normalized upto the level of Boyce-Codd Normal

Form (BCNF). If it is not possible to normalized ,upto BCNF, databases are

normalized upto the level of Third Normal Form (3NF). Once a database is in

BCNF, it is also in 3NF, 2NF and INF. Ifit is in 3NF, it is also in 2NF and INF.

The BCNF/3NF database possesses the following desirable properties: lossless-

join, dependency preservation, no redundant values in the tuples and no update

anomalies.

b) In practice a database in BCNF/3NF contains attributes having different use-

frequency or different groups based on different purpose of use. Based on the use-

frequency and purpose of use, they can further be decomposed to obtained smaller

relations. Algorithm-5.4 was devised for further decomposition of a BCNF/3NF

relation. The resultant relations were found to be able to reduce the query cost.

c) The algorithm-5.4 devised in this study was able to ensure trade-off between

excess space required for replication of primary key during decomposition and the

saving in query cost.

d) The decomposed relations obtained from the application of the algorithm-5.4

were able to hold the inheriting properties of the original BCNF/3NF relation.

e) It was found that if the attributes common in different frequencies or groups were

placed with different relevant relations during decomposition, better result was

obtained as opposed to placing them with one relation only.
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.. f) When the algorithm was applied to a banking relation, a saving of 55.20% in

query cost was found as against of an increase of 4.21% of the storage

requirement.

g) The algorithm was found most economical in the scenario of practical life.
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8.RECOMMENDA TIONS

From the experience of this study, following suggestions can be made for further study:

a) It was considered in the algorithm developed in this study that all the attributes of

the relation were in the same file. It is recommended for improvement of the

algorithm considering that different sub-set of attributes Ai may reside on

different files and computers.

b) Query cost is measured in terms of disk access, CPU time to execute a query and

cost of communication. In this study only disk access was considered for

measurement of the query cost. It is recommended to consider the other factors

and devise an algorithm for query optimization based on decomposition of

relation.

c) Decomposition was extensively used for normalization of databases. More study

is recommended for use of decomposition for query optimization.

d) The workability of the devised algorithm was proved by example. It is

recommended for further works on mathematical proof of the algorithm and

calculation of its complexity.

e) The constant "k" used in the algorithm is now to be determined by the Database

Administrator (DBA). It is recommended to carry out more experiments to find

out the optimum value ofk.

f) Some query may require attributes from different decomposed relations. In such

case the join cost will become high. This was not considered in this study. It is

recommended to consider trade-off between reduction in query cost and increase

in join cost.
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Annexure",A ..

Relations ofthe branch banking database (core module)

1. General Ledger relation
,

Name ofCohimns , .:, . " .' ,
'., Size .iiIbY1es,:,

GeneraC Ledger_Code 11

Narration 30

Type (A for asset, L for Liability, I for Income, E for 1

Expenditure)

Level 1

Patent GL Code 11

Total Size 53

2. Interest relation

Days_in _Year jor _Calculation _oCInt_ on_Dr_Balance

Days_in _Yearjor _Calculation _oCInt_ on_Cr_Balance

Provision Account No- -

Name of Columns

Interest_ Code

Interest On Dr Cr Balance- - - -
Interest_an_Max _Min _Avg_Balance

Simple_Compound _Interest

No of Times Withdrawal Allowed in Week-- - - --
Percent of Current Balance Allowed to Withdraw- - - - -

Min Account Balance for Interest Calculation- - - - -

Total Size'

52

.. Size .inbY1es

11

1

1

1

8

8

8

8

8

11
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3(a). Charge relation-l

Name of Columns ... , .$ize in byt~s ....

Charge_ Code 3

Narration 30

Charge_on _Max_Min _Avg_ Amount_Slab I

Rate for Amount 16

Rate jn _Taka_ or_Percent I

Calculate_Monthly _Quarterly JialfY early_Yearly I

Total Size 52

3(b). Charge relation-2

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Charge_Code 3

Slab From , 16

Slab To 16

Slab Rate . 16

Slab Rate in Taka Percent 1- - - -

Total Size 52

4(a). Product relation-l

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Product_ Code 3

Narration 30

Asset_LiabilitLlncome _Expenditure 1

S3

o
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Name of Columns Siie in bytes
.' ...... .

Deposit_Size 16
Deposit_Max _Size 16
Deposit_Fequency 8

Deposit]eriod 8

Deposit_Length 8

Withdrawal Size 16
Withdrawal Max Size 16- -
Withdrawal _Fequency 8

Withdrawal _Length 8

Withdrawal Restriction Period 8-

Debit Allowed 1
Credit Allowed 1
Debit Balance Allowed 1

- -
Credit Balance Allowed 1- -

Minimum Balance in the Year 16
- - - -

Maximum Balance in the Year 16- - - -
GL Code Debit Balance 11- - -

GL Code Credit Balance 11- - -
Interest_Code _For _Debit_Figure 3

Interest_Code ]or _Credit]igure 3

Total Size 210

4(b) Product relation-2

Name of Columns Size in bytes
. ..

Product Code 3

Charge Code 3

Total Size 6
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5. Customer relation

Name of Columns . , Size in bJ1es' .•

Customer_Number 5
Customer Name 30
Father_Husband _Proprietor_Name

, 30
Address 150
Phone 30
Nationality 20
Signature 1024
Photograph 1024
Introducer Account Number 11- -
Total Size 2324

6. Account relation

Name of Columns . . Size in bytes

AccounCNumber 11
Account_ Opening_Date 10
Currency 10
Account_Status 1
Pri ncipal_Balance 16
Interest Balance 16
Total_Balance jn _Foreign_Currency 16
Total_Balance jn _Local_Currency 16
Previous_Days _Balance 16
Loan or Limit Snactioned 16- - -

Loan_or _Limit_Expiry _Date 10
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Name of Columns "

Loan_or_Limit_Sanction ~Date

Interest_Calculated _Upto

Interest Accrued This Year- --
Interest_Charged _or_Paid _This_Year

Provision _Account_Number

Total Size

7. Cheque relation

Size in b~es ""

10

10

16

16

11

201

NameofCol~ Size in bytes
"'

Cheque_LeaLNumber 10

Receiving_Date 10

Issued_to _Account_No 11

Issue Date 10

Payment_ amount_ by-This _Cheque_Leaf 16

Payment_Date 10

Stop Payment Yes No 1- --
Stop]ayment_ Date 10

Total Size 78

8. Transaction Log relation

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Transactioll Number 8

Transaction Code 3

Account Number 11

Posting_Date 10
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Name ofGolurn.ns . l:" -~ Size in byte~~' ...

Value Date 10
Posting_Currency 10
Account_Currency 10
Exchange_Rate 8

Cheque _LeaCNo 10
Transaction _Amountjn _Posting_Currency 16
Transaction _Amountjn _Account_Currency 16
Posted_By 10
PostinlL Time 10
Authorized_By 10
Authorization Time 10
Transaction Status I

Total Size 153
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'-Annexure-B

Functional dependencies of the relations ofthe branch banking

database (core module)

1. General Ledger relation

{Narration, Type, Level, Parent_ GL_Code} ~ fI

where fI represents 300 days in a year.

2. Interest relation

{Interest_On _Dr_Cr_Balance, Interest~On _Max~ Min~Avg_ Balance;

Simple_Compound _Interest, No_oC Times _Withdrawal_Allowed jn _Week,

Percent_ oC Current_Balance_Allowed _to_Withdraw,

Min Account Balance for Interest Calculation,
- - - - -

Days jn _Year Jor _Calculation _oClnt_ on_Dr _Balance,

Days_in _YearJor _Calculation_of _I nt_on_Cr_Balance, Provisio~Account_ No} ~ fI

where fl represents 12 times in a year.

3(a). Charge relation-l

{Narration, Charge_on _Max_Min _Avg_ Amount_Slab, Rate Jor _Amount,

RatejnJaka_or]ercent, Calculate_Monthly_QuarterILHalfYearlLYearly} ~ fI

where fI represents 12 times in a year.
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3(b). Charge relation-2

where f1 represents 12 times in a year.

4(a) Product relation-l

{Narration, Asset_Liability _Income_Expenditure, Deposit_Size, Deposit_Max _Size,

Deposit]equency, Deposit]eriod, Deposit_Length, Credit_Allowed,

. Credit_Balance_Allowed, Maximum_Balance jn _the_Year, GL_Code _Debit_Balance,

GL_Code_Credit_Balance} ~ f1

{Narration, Asset_Liability_Income _Expenditure, Withdrawal_Size, Withdrawal

_Max_Size, Withdrawal ]equency, Withdrawal_Length,

Withdrawal_Restriction _Period, Debit_Allowed, Debit_Balance_Allowed,

Minimum_Balance jn _the_Year, GL_Code _Debit_Balance, GL_Code _Credit_Balance}

~f2

where fl represent a group of attributes used while depositing money, f2 represent second

group of attributes use while withdrawal of money and f3 represent group of attributes

while calculating interest for accounts under the product.

4(b). Product relation-2
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where f1 represent use of attribute once in a month.

5. Customer relation

{Customer_Name, Signature}~ f1

{Father_Husband ]roprietor _Name, Address, Phone, Nationality, Photograph,

Introducer_Account_Number}~ f2

6. Account relation

{Currency, Account_Status, Principal_Balance, Interest_Balance,

Total_Balance_in ]oreign _Currency, Total_Balance jn _Local_Currency) ~ f1

{Loan_or _Limit_ Snactioned, Loan_or _Limit_Expiry _Date,

Loan_or_Limit_Sanction_Date}~ f3

{Interest_Calculated _Upto, Interest_Accrued _This_Year,

Interest_Charged _or_Paid _This_Year, Provision _Account_ Number}~ f4

where f1 represents use of attributes once daily for each account, f2 represents once daily

for all account together, f3 represents once daily for withdrawal in loan accounts and f4

represents monthly.
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7. Cheque relation

{Receiving_Date }~ fl

where fl represents group of attributes used when cheque leaves are received from Head

Office, f2 represents group of attributes when cheque leaves are issued to accounts, f3

represents group of attributes when cheque leaves are presented before the cashier for

cash withdrawal, and f4 represents. group of attributes when cheques are made stop

payment.

8. Transaction Log relation

{Transaction_Code, Account_ Nwnber, Posting_Date, Value_Date, Posting_Currency,

Account_Currency, Exchange_Rate, Cheque _LeaC No,

Transaction _Amount_in _Posting_Currency,

Transaction _Amount_in _Account_ Currency, Posted_By, Posting_Time,

Transaction_Status}~ fl

{Authorized_By, Authorization_Time}~ f2

where fl represents group of attributes used every time a transaction is made, and f2

represents group of attributes used while the a transaction require authorization from the

supervisor. Almost half of the transactions require authorization.
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Annexure-C

The decomposed relations of the branch banking database

1. Three decomposed relations of Product relation

i) Product relation-l(a)

Name of Columns - - Size in bytes < ..-
- - .

. . -

Product_ Code 3

Narration 30

Asset_Liability_Income _Expenditure 1

Deposit_Size 16
- .

Deposit_Max_Size 16

Deposit_Fequency 8

Deposit]eriod 8

Deposit_Length 8

Credit Allowed 1

Credit Balance Allowed 1- -

Maximum Balance in the Year 16- - - -
GL Code Debit Balance 11- - -
GL_Code _Credit_Balance 11

Total Size 130

ii) Product relation-l(b)

Name of Columns Size in bytes , .
- - .'

-

Product_ Code 3

Narration 30

Asset_Liability_Income _Expenditure 1
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iii)

Name of Columns .. Size in'byte~

Withdrawal Size 16
Withdrawal _Max_Size 16
Withdrawal _Fequency 8

Withdrawal _Length 8

Withdrawal Restriction Period 8- -
Debit Allowed

,
I

Debit Balance Allowed -- I-
Minimum Balance in the Year 16- - - -
GL_Code _Debit_Balance 11
GL_Code _Credit_Balance 11
Total Size 130

Prod uct relation-l (c)

Name of Columns Size in bytes .
Product_ Code 3
Interest Code Debit 3- -

Interest Code Credit 3- -
Total Size 9

2. Two decomposed relations of Customer relation

i) Customer relation (a)

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Customer_Number 5
Customer Name 30
Signature 1024
Total Size 1059
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ii) Customer relation (b)

Name of Columns Size in bytes ...

Customer_Number 5
Father_Husband yroprietor _Name 30
Address 150
Phone' 30
Nationality 20
Photograph 1024
lntroducer_Account_Number 11
Total Size 1270

3. Four decomposed relations of Account relation

i) Account relation (a)

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Account_Number 11
Currency 10
Account Status I

Principal_Balance 16
Interest Balance 16
Total_Balance _in_Foreign _Currency 16
Total_Balance jn _Local_Currency 16
Total Size 86

ii) Account relation (b)

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Account Number 11
Account_ OpeninL Date 10
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Name of Columns .

Previous_Days _Balance

Total Size

iii) Account relation (c)

Size in bytes. :

16

37

Name of Columns Size in bytes .

Account_Number 11
Loan_or _Limit_ Snactioned 16
Loan_ or_Limit_Expiry _Date 10
Loan or Limit Sanction Date 10- - - -
Total Size 47

iv) Account relation (d)

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Account Number 11
Interest_Calculated _Upto 10
Interest Accrued This Year 16- --
Interest_Charged_or]aid_This_ Year 16
Provision Account Number 11- -
Total Size 64

4. Four decomposed relations of Cheque relation

i) Cheque relation (a)

Name of Columns Size in bytes .

Cheque_LeaLNumber 10
Receiving_Date 10
Total Size 20
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ii) Cheque relation (b)

Name of Columns .. . .. Size ih bytes ..

Clleque_LeaL Number 10
Issued_to _Account_No 11
Issue Date 10
Total Size 31

iii) Cheque relation (c)

Name of Columns Size in bytes
.

Cheque_LeaLNumber 10
Payment_ amount_by _This_Cheque _Leaf 16
Payment_Date 10
Total Size 36

iv) Cheque relation (d)

Name of Columns Size in bytes

Cheque_LeaLNumber 10

Stop_Payment_ Yes_No I

Stop]ayment_ Date 10

Total Size 21

5. Two decomposed relations of Log relation

i) Log relation (a)

Name of Columns .

Size in bytes.
Transaction_Number 8

Transaction Code 3
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,Name ofColuninS.-_ ,-' Size;in bytes,, - ,

Account_Number 11

Posting_Date 10
Value Date 10
Posting_Currency 10
Account_Currency 10
Exchange_Rate 8
Cheque _LeaCNo 10
Transaction _Amount_in _Posting_Currency 16
Transaction _Amount_in _Account_Currency 16
Posted_By 10
PostinLTime 10
Transaction_Status 1
Total Size 123

ii) Log relation (b)

Name of Columns Size in byte~ . _,-

Transaction_Number 8
Authorized ~By 10
Authorization Time 10
Total Size 28
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Annexure-D

The information collected from BASIC bank and used for calculation of

query cost for a year.

1. General Ledger relation

There are 100 tuples in the relation, the relation is used once in a day, and there

are 300 working days in a year.

2. Interest relation

There are 20 tuples in the relation, the relation is used once in a month (i.e., 12

times in a year).

3. Charge relation-l

There are 10 tuples in the relation and the relation is used 12 times in a year.

4. Charge relation-2 (Slab)

There are 50 tuples in the relation and the relation is used 12 times in a year.

S. Product relation-l

There are 82 products including products for internal General Ledger Accounts.

Every account make one transaction on average in a day. There are 1126 accounts

in the branch, and 300 working days in a year. Therefore, 82 tuples of the relation

will be used (300 X 1126) + 12 times in a year.
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After.decomposition, first relation (for deposit transactions) would be used 300 X

563 times, second relation (for withdrawal transactions) would be used-300 X 563' ..

times and the third relation (for interest calculation) would be used one 12 times

III a year.

6. Product relation-2

There are 300 tuples for 100 products. The relation is used 12 times in a year.

7. Customer relation

There are 647 customers having 1126 accounts. Each account made one

transaction on average in a day. While a transaction is made, the customer relation

is also used for signature display on the screen for manual verification. There are

300 working days in a year. Therefore the relation would be used (300 + 4) X

1126 times in a year.

After decomposition, the first relation (for name & Signature) would be used 300

X 1126 times and the second relation 4 X 1126 times (quarterly).

8. Accountrelation

There are 1126 tuples in the relation. Each account made one transaction on

average in a day. There are 300 working days in a year. Therefore, a total of (300

X 1126) + 300 + (281 X 300) + 12 transactions would be made in a year.

After decomposition, the first relation (for previous balance) would be used once

a day i.e., 300 times in a year, the second relation (current balance) 300 X 1126
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. times in a year, the third relation (for Loan Limit) would be used for withdrawal

of money from loan accounts only (i.e.,- one-forth or 281 times everyday for 300

days in a year), and the fourth relation (for interest) would be used 12 times in a

year.

9. Cheque relation

There are 22520 cheque leaves received from the Head Office. The cheque leaves

are inserted once, issued to the customers against 1126 accounts (i.e., 1126 times

in a year), 21394 leaves are used for cash withdrawal, and rest are lost or

damaged and thus made stop payment. Therefore the original relation would be

used (1 + 1126 + 2194 + 1126) or 23,647 times in a year. First decomposed

relation would be used once in a year, second relation 1126 times in a year, third

relation 21,294 times and the forth relation 1126 times in a year.

10. Transaction Log relation.

There are 1126 accounts, each account made one transaction on average in a day.

Therefore a total of 1126 tuples are inserted into this relation every day. There are

300 working days in a year.

After decomposition, the first relation would contain 1126 tuples and would be

used 300 times in a year, the second relation (for authorization) would contain

half of the transactions i.e., 563 tuples and would be used 300 times in a year.
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